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CES 2016: Technology
Changing the World
Las Vegas, NV—CES 2016 runs January 6–9, 2016, in Las
Vegas, Nevada, and features more than 3,600 exhibitors unveiling
the latest consumer technology products and services across the
entire ecosystem of consumer technologies. CES is owned and
produced by the Consumer Technology Association (CTA),
formerly the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA).
Touted as “the world’s gathering place for all who thrive on the
business of consumer technologies,” it has served as the proving
ground for innovators and breakthrough technologies for more
than 45 years. The venue where next-generation innovations are
introduced to the marketplace, CES is the largest hands-on event of
its kind featuring all aspects of the consumer technology industry.
“We work hard to create an event experience that keeps
exhibitors, attendees and press coming back year after year,” said
Karen Chupka, senior vice president, CES and corporate business
strategy, Consumer Technology
Association.
January
7, 2016
“CES is not just about entertainment products and services;
we’re seeing cutting-edge technology which helps mankind and
betters our world,” added Gary Shapiro, president and CEO,
CTA. “We are excited to tell this story to CES attendees and the
global audience we reach to reinforce that CES is the home for
life-changing tech that is improving lives today and can solve
global issues tomorrow.”
Innovative technologies such as 3D printing, digital imaging
products and services, unmanned systems, health, smart homes
and safe driving are all at CES across more than 20 Marketplaces.
This year, more than 500 exhibitors are showing off digital imaging
products, accessories and services at the big show in Las Vegas.
The CES 2016 Innovation Awards, presented by Gracenote,
is an annual competition honoring outstanding design and
engineering in consumer technology products spanning 27
categories. In the digital imaging category, the Ricoh Theta S 360º
spherical imaging camera took top honors. View all the honorees
at Tech West in the Innovation Awards Showcase at Sands, Level 1,
Hall G, Booth #83319. cesweb.org •
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PMDA’S 2016

AWARDS GALA SHINED
THE LIGHT ON THE IMAGING INDUSTRY

LAS VEGAS, NV

T

HE IMAGING INDUSTRY TURNED OUT LAST NIGHT TO HONOR FOUR MEMBERS
of its community and one spectacular camera at the 50th Annual PMDA Awards Ceremony.
The Imaging Night event was held at The Foundry Hall in the SLS Las Vegas Hotel & Casino.
Pictured (L-R) are: Michelle Tramantano, PMDA program director; Visionary Photographer
awardee Chris Burkard; Jim Malcolm, PMDA president; Person of the Year Matt Sweetwood;
Lifetime Achievement in Photography Award winner John H. White; Herbert Keppler Technical
Achievement Award honoree Berend Ozceri; and PMDA’s executive director, Jerry Grossman.
For the full article, see page 17.

Heard on the
Show Floor

Las Vegas, NV—The UHD Alliance (UHDA),
an inter-industry group working on achieving
consensus on standards involved in the display
of 4K Ultra HD video in the home, said it has
completed specifications for 4K Ultra HD displays,
content and distribution.
The UHDA,
which is
represented by
key members of
the consumer electronics, content production and
content distribution industries, said it also will be
unveiling a new consumer-facing certification logo
to help shoppers quickly identify 4K UHD products
that adhere to the specifications “and can deliver
the ultimate UHD experience.”
Although many of the 4K Ultra HD specifications
have already been published in the Ultra HD
Blu-ray specifications announced last summer,
a few major points have remained unanswered,
including minimum and maximum brightness
levels needed to help display makers define sets

to page 30
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Matt Sweetwood and John H. White Among Honorees
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By Jerry Grossman

HAD SOME GREAT CONVERSATIONS HERE ON THE CES 2016
show floor, and it’s obvious the photo model is changing. The
mood is upbeat, but all the talk is about change. Nikon certainly
changed the game once again with the D5 full-frame DSLR, but
their more interesting product might be their foray into 360º
imaging.
Nikon’s KeyMission 360 action cam joins the Ricoh Theta and
other models that are combining what you see in front of you with
the world all around you. Throw in GoPro Heroes, Sony Action
Cams and DJI drones, and we’re seeing an effort to appeal to
the next-generation image maker—who wants small, versatile
products that give photography a whole new dimension. Long
lenses are still awesome, but spherical lenses are changing the
game a bit.
Speaking of new dimensions, I had great chats with a few key
dealers who were bullish but see the shift to printing as vital to the
industry’s survival. The cameraphone is not a foe anymore; it’s part
of the new ecosystem of photography. Those who are figuring out
the online printing model are seeing consumers responding.
Smaller, more versatile products that capture the imagination of
up-and-coming photographers yearning for new approaches may
be taking up some of the slack from the point-and-shoot category.
CES is certainly losing its draw for photo-centric companies, but
those that are here are seeing huge crowds lining up to see the
future. Sony, Canon, Nikon and Panasonic continue to excite the
crowds, with the Sony α7R II winning Pop Photo’s Camera of the
Year honors last night.
Winners in the imaging world today? Sony Alphas, the Nikon
D5 and KeyMission 360, and the new consumer, who has more
options to see the world around them—literally. •
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EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK
A New 360° View of the
Imaging Industry
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DIR’ s Special Coverage of

DIGITAL IMAGING
AND PHOTOGRAPHY AT
CES 2016
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ITUATED IN A VACTIONER’S
PARADISE,
CATHY CHURCH’S
Photo Centre is a lot more than just another photo specialty retailer.
Rafael’s wife, a renowned underwater photographer, has attracted an upscale
clientele committed to honing their underwater shooting skills. She teaches
classes in underwater photography, has an impressive gallery displaying
Herb Rafael, Director,
her outstanding images and also runs a studio that specializes in covering
Cathy Church’s
weddings and events.
Photo Centre,
“We’re looking at a lot of things here at CES—really anything having
George Town,
Grand Cayman
to do with cameras and imaging,” says Rafael, “and we’ve already found a
few fascinating items right here at the Tiffen booth, which is our first stop.
Polarizing filters and graduated ND filters are very big in our neck of the woods, and we’ve found a
few outstanding ones for our DSLR shooters.
“We’ve also been looking to expand our range of tripods, since we offer everything from $30
cheapies to mid- and large-size pro models, and the same is true for studio lighting equipment
and camera bags. We always do a good job with Steadicam, and we’ve been checking out the new
Smoothees, the new universal cradle that works with practically any cell phone camera, and also some
to page 17

STRATEGY SESSION
Sony: One Size Doesn’t Fit All

N

Jerry Grossman

eal Manowitz joined Sony in 1993, working on video-based imaging
products, and spent his first 10 years working on launches in new
categories like Sony digital camcorders and the first Sony digital camera.
After spending the next 10 years in the home entertainment product
space, he rejoined the Consumer Imaging group in 2013. He was recently
promoted to vice president of Sales and Marketing, overseeing North
America operations for Sony’s Consumer Imaging business.
I recently spoke with him about Sony’s bold initiatives in the market, his
efforts behind the industry adopting the “mirrorless” naming convention, and
how Sony views the future.
JG: It happens to be a challenging time right now to take the helm of Sony’s
Consumer Imaging business, but Sony seems to be aggressive on a number of
fronts. Let’s start with the pro DSLR category that has historically been lead by
Canon and Nikon. Is there a notion that because of the products Sony can deliver
to pros that you can capture a foothold in that market?
NM: I think you’ll hear a consistent theme from Sony: it’s about focusing
primarily on our customers versus our competitors. Our goal is to continue
to page 12
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DIGITAL IMAGING COVERAGE OF

CES 2016

January 6, 2016
CES Show Issue

As an industry partner of CES 2016, Digital Imaging Reporter publishes an exclusive edition that covers
CES 2016 from the perspective of the digital imaging
category. The special issue is distributed at the Las
Vegas Convention Center and targeted hotels, plus it is
mailed to our subscription list, for a total circulation of
15,000. The magazine contains DIR’s signature Product
Showcase as well as reportage on the imaging products and services introduced on CES’s opening day,
including rugged adventure cameras and action cams,
interchangeable-lens cameras, lenses and a broad spectrum of imaging accessories. Also included is the latest
business news.
AD CLOSE: 12/1/2015
MATERIAL CLOSE: 12/10/2015

January 7, 2016
Ongoing CES Show Coverage

This follow-up edition brings you CES breaking news and
photo-imaging related announcements no matter where
they happen on the show floor. Distributed the morning of
day 2 of CES 2016 and mailed to our subscriber base, this
unique issue provides product debuts and informative interviews of show attendees. There is also coverage of the
prestigious PMDA Awards ceremony, held each year on
the eve of CES. Again, 15,000 copies are circulated.
AD CLOSE: 12/1/2015
MATERIAL CLOSE: 12/10/2015

January 18, 2016
CES 2016 Wrap-Up Edition

To deliver more inclusive show coverage to a wider
audience, this show wrap-up issue publishes just after
CES closes. It summarizes major product introductions,
imaging news and the technology trends gleaned from
the all-important event. This quick-turnaround magazine brings show news and highlights to not just those
industry members who attended CES but to our entire
readership.
AD CLOSE: 12/18/2015
MATERIAL CLOSE: 1/8/2016
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APRIL 11

Ultra-Zoom Compacts/
10th Rudy Awards/
Action Cameras

4K Video Evolution/Spring Lens
Scene/Camera Bags/Gifts for
Mom/The Printer Picture

A growth spot in the point-and-shoot camera
market, long-zoom models continue to increase
in number and popularity; we’ll look at the latest
high-tech entries. DIR is also proud to unveil
winners of the 10th Rudy Awards, which recognize attention-grabbing imaging products from
companies big and small. Also included is a
roundup of the hot action camera category.

We follow the evolution of Ultra HD, 4K video
capabilities in more and more cameras, from
DSLRs and mirrorless models to action cams
and camcorders. And we continue our dedication to the optical category with this edition of
the Spring Lens Scene. With Mother’s Day not
far off, we also present our selection of cameras
that would make an enticing Gifts for Mom store
display. This issue also contains the year’s first
installment of “The Printer Picture,” focused on
everything from all-in-one printers to largeformat and back-end printers.

AD CLOSE: 2/22
MATERIAL CLOSE: 2/26

AD CLOSE: 3/28
MATERIAL CLOSE: 4/1

MAY 9

JUNE 6

3rd Retailers’ Choice Awards/
Mirrorless Roundup/Gadgets
for Grads & Dads/Rental
Department/360° Cameras

Adventure Cameras/To-Go
Travel Accessories/
Action Cam Accessories/
Dynamic Drones

We again survey photo specialty retailers nationwide to find out which products they give
top honors to in various imaging categories.
And leading in technological innovation, mirrorless interchangeable-lens cameras continue
to gain market share; we look at the leaders in
this important segment. And who doesn’t want
to give dad and their favorite grad the best imaging gift? To help you point your customers to
the trendiest presents, we give you our picks.
Also, DIR looks at one of the hottest imaging
categories—360º spherical cameras.

Rugged, everything-proof P&S cameras continue to appeal to photographers from snapshooters to enthusiasts. These take-everywhere
cameras are built to survive the harshest conditions to record life’s adventures. Our editors
also supply a must-take list of imaging accessories for summer travels, from memory cards
to tripods. And since action cams and drones
are the perfect summer imaging devices, DIR
looks at the latest models in both segments for
active lifestylers.

AD CLOSE: 4/25
MATERIAL CLOSE: 4/29
This Issue Features Our Photo Book & Creative
Printing Retailer Supplement

AD CLOSE: 5/23
MATERIAL CLOSE: 5/27
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E-tailer of the Year/photokina
Preview/Back-to-School
Promos/Photo Organization/
Cameras & Cameraphones
One of our most-read issues, this yearly salute recognizes an e-tailer whose online business acumen
and marketing prowess have increased sales at its
brick-and-mortar locations. The key: using the Internet
to drive retail. DIR also presents a preview of the big biannual photokina show in Cologne, Germany. Plus we’ll
see how retailers are getting back-to-school shoppers
in their stores with smart promotions. And with personal imaging collections growing daily, we ask experts
for tips on how consumers can manage and organize
their photos so they can do more with them. Plus, we
examine the marriage of cameras and cameraphones
to take, view and share images and video.

October 10

September 12

Enthusiast ILC Cameras/photokina
Wrap-Up/The Printer Picture

State of the Industry/Lenses for
Mirrorless Models/Large-Sensor
Cameras/ Long-Zoom Cameras

Jason Schneider reports on enthusiast-aimed,
interchangeable-lens cameras—mirrorless and
digital SLRs—that continue to support the imaging
industry. He looks at the latest technology, specs
and ease-of-use features that make these amazing
photography tools top sellers. We also recap the
announcements and debuts at photokina, giving
you a peek at what will soon come to the U.S. Plus,
this issue includes the fall installment of “The Printer
Picture,” with news on the latest on-site and onlocation printers.

Digital Imaging Reporter’s State of the Industry
offers insightful analysis and industry assessments
from more than 30 manufacturer and organization
executives, analysts and retailers in the industry.
They give us their take on the business year and
their outlook for the future. And in two separate
articles, our editors highlight the newest models
in two important imaging categories: large-sensor
cameras and long-zoom P&S bridge cameras.
AD CLOSE: 8/29
MATERIAL CLOSE: 9/2

AD CLOSE: 9/26
MATERIAL CLOSE: 9/30

AD CLOSE: 7/11
MATERIAL CLOSE: 7/15

December 5

November 7

2016 Dealer of the Year/CES 2017 Preview/
Retailer Roundtable: Custom Framing

Step-Up ILCs/Fall Lens Scene/Mobile Commerce
This magazine delivers the lowdown on entry-level DSLRs and mirrorless,
interchangeable-lens cameras that can entice your point-and-shoot customers to step up to the next level. But we don’t stop with the cameras:
also included is the Fall Lens Scene, highlighting the newest glass. And with
today’s competitive market, every retailer needs an edge; we look at mobile
commerce strategies to help your bottom line.

We again honor our Dealer of the Year—a resourceful specialty retailer
with outstanding sales performance, business savvy and innovative marketing strategies. We also take a look ahead to CES 2017, providing a
preview of the digital imaging products and news that will break in Vegas.
And this issue’s Retailer Roundtable discusses an important retail category—custom framing.

AD CLOSE: 10/24
MATERIAL CLOSE: 10/28

AD CLOSE: 11/21
MATERIAL CLOSE: 11/25

This Issue Features Our Photo Book & Creative Printing Retailer Supplement
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North Syracuse, NY—Stratasys, a provider of
3D printing solutions, is expanding its North
American channel by adding WYNIT as a distribution partner. WYNIT, an international distributor of consumer electronics, photo, wide-format
printing and 3D printing products, will distribute
select Stratasys 3D printers.
“We have an established community of resellers in various markets, including the technical (2D) graphics vertical, which we believe has
great potential for expanding into the 3D printing category,” said Geoffrey Lewis,
CEO/president, WYNIT. “We view Stratasys’s 3D
printers as the market leader in terms of quality
and performance for commercial applications.
We anticipate that our broad market reach and
value-added distribution services will allow us
to tap into additional incremental markets.”
WYNIT’s 3D printing team will offer business
development and support for the Stratasys Mojo,
uPrint, Objet24 and Objet30 lines. wynit.com ●

Full-Frame Leica SL
Mirrorless Camera
The German-made
Leica SL mirrorless
camera employs a
24MP, full-frame CMOS sensor and an
electronic viewfinder that’s the first to incorporate EyeRes technology. Page 10.
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Is There a Printing Franchise
Already in Your Store?

Jerry Grossman

received a call from Steve Weiss, president and CEO of Creve
Coeur Camera near St. Louis, who was excited to tell me about his
recent foray into the printing business. He’s expanded his stores to include
a BizCard Xpress counter, and his incremental sales have been impressive.
I spoke with Weiss and Lee Papadeas, president and CEO of BizCard
Xpress, to understand how this unique business model is perfect for photo specialty
store expansion.
JG: Tell me about how you guys got together.
SW: I went to a franchise show around
two years ago thinking about a printing
franchise, and I spoke with a few prospects.
I really didn’t want a full-fledged printing
company where I would have to hire a pressman and invest in major
presses. In my search, I ran across BizCard Xpress and knew I had found
the answer.
When I walked into their store, I realized we already had much of the
to page 7

Mobile Photo Connect Announces All-Star Speaker Lineup for 3rd Annual Conference
Los Altos, CA—Suite 48 Analytics, organizers of the Mobile
Photo Connect conference, announced that this year’s conference will be held September 29, 2015 at a larger venue—the
Golden Gate Club in San Francisco’s Presidio Park.
Mobile Photo Connect brings together entrepreneurs, investors and senior executives active in the global mobile photo
and video ecosystem. This year the conference will examine the
driving forces behind today’s unprecedented surge in mobile imaging and visual communication.
It will feature panel discussions on opportunities to: address
tomorrow’s use cases; monetize photo engagement; disrupt

through hardware innovation; and take mobile photo start-ups
through successful exits.
Initial speakers include: Rajiv Vaidyanathan, head of Product,
Flickr; Joe Rago, director, Mobile Innovation Program, Walgreens; James Joaquin, cofounder/managing director, Obvious
Ventures; Eric Cheng,
director, Aerial Imaging, DJI; Vijay
Vachani, director, Partner Ecosystem, Adobe; Oren Boiman,
CEO, cofounder, Magisto; Jackie Dove, creativity editor, The
to page 21

LENS
SCENE

Major camera makers and optical specialty
companies recently have unleashed an amazing array of lenses. They not only enhance the
range of creative opportunities for picture takers
of all levels but also significantly expand the
profit potential for dealers. Jason Schneider reports on his lens picks beginning on page 14.
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booq Python catch Contemporary
Carrying Solution
Designer of fashionably
functional carrying
cases, booq unveiled the
Python catch, with sustainable materials, customizable organization and space for
camera gear and laptop. Page 11.

WYNIT Forms Distribution
Partnership with Stratasys

Fujifilm showcased a
range of products
at PhotoPlus Expo, including the Fujinon
XF35mm f/2 R WR prime lens and Fujinon XF1.4x TC WR teleconverter. Page 10.

LAS VEGAS, NV

Fujifilm’s X-T10 offers a 2.36M-dot OLED
electronic viewfinder, a new AF system
said to focus in 0.06 sec and a 16.3MP
APS-C X-Trans CMOS II sensor. Page 10.

Fujifilm Shows Off
XF35mm f/2 R WR
& XF1.4x TC WR

US POSTAGE PAID

Fujifilm X-T10 Mirrorless
Interchangeable-Lens Camera
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OV action cameras have not only grown in sales, they’ve
advanced in sophistication, with increased capabilities leading to added versatility. Plus they provide consumers with the
ability to create their own 4K content. Ted Kritsonis’s look at
eight of the most interesting POV action cams begins on page 8.

Manfrotto was appointed distributor of
Nilox action cameras in the U.S. Founded
in 2005, Nilox has become the first Italian
action camera brand. Page 6.
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Eyefi Intros Mobi to Lifestyle
Media at NYC Photo Shoot Event

Manfrotto Appointed U.S.
Distributor of Nilox Action Cams

Brand Loyalty Goes So Many Ways

Jerry Grossman

H

ow many times have you heard that it’s so much less expensive to
sell to an existing customer than it is to find a new customer? The costs
involved in finding new prospects far outweigh the convenience and return on
investment in selling something to someone who is loyal to you, or to a brand.
Sometimes the easiest path to increasing your sales might be right in front of
you. Someone who has bought something from you, in your store or on your
website, and is happy with their product and whose trust you have earned,
should be an excellent prospect for future sales.
Of course, new customers are also vital to your success. But ask yourself how
much time you are devoting to mining your current customer list and reaching
out to them about new purchases.
Years ago, many store owners filled out customer cards on 3x5-inch index
cards. They wrote down the customer’s name and address, and the purchase,
with a No. 2 pencil. They then threw the cards in a plastic file box, never to be
seen again. It felt good to keep track, but the cards never saw the light of day.
Today, mining data and tracking customer sales could not be easier. Tracking
to page 8

SanDisk Corporation Acquired by Western Digital Corporation
PHOTO INDUSTRY REPORTER
7600 JERICHO TPKE.
WOODBURY, NY 11797-1700

Nikon Ambassador Program
Inducts Two Prominent
Photojournalists
Photojournalists Lynsey Addario and Brian Skerry have
become part of Nikon’s Ambassador program—which recognizes the most influential leaders in photography. Page 6.

Photo: GoPro/Teddy Anderson

In Focus
News

Eyefi hosted an event in NYC where photographers and media could demo Eyefi
products and shoot alongside some of the
city’s hottest photographers. Page 6.

The PhotoImaging Manufacturers and
Distributors Association announced that
its board has elected
Jim Malcolm as its
new president. Page 6.
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DIReporter.com provides the imaging community
with up-to-the-minute industry and consumer news.
DIReporter.com is updated as industry-related stories
break on the business wire and provides the most
comprehensive and timely look at the imaging industry,
including new product introductions. Targeted advertising
opportunities are available, so stay on top of the news and
in front of your customers on DIReporter.com.

November 2015
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Irvine, CA—Western Digital Corporation (WD), manufacturer of storage solutions to manage and preserve digital
content, and SanDisk Corporation, a
leader in flash storage, entered into a definitive agreement under which WD will
acquire all outstanding shares of SanDisk.
The goal is to transform Western Digital into a storage solutions company with
global scale, extensive product and technology assets, and deep

expertise in nonvolatile memory (NVM).
“This transformational acquisition
aligns with our long-term strategy to be
an innovative leader in the storage industry by providing compelling, high-quality
products with leading technology,” said
Steve Milligan, CEO, Western Digital.
“The combined company will be ideally
positioned to capture the growth opportunities created by the rapidly evolving
storage industry.”

SanDisk
brings 27 years
of expertise in
NVM, systems
solutions and
manufacturing.
The combination also enables WD to secure long-term access to solid state technology at lower cost. SanDisk’s long-term
joint venture (JV) with Toshiba will be
to page 26
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